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Controlled motion at the nanometre scale can be achieved by using Watson-Crick 
base pairing to direct the assembly and operation of a molecular transport system 
consisting of a track, motor1-12 and fuel13-15 all made from DNA. Here we assemble 
a 100-nm long DNA track on a two-dimensional scaffold16, and show that a DNA 
motor loaded at one end of the track moves, autonomously and at constant average 
speed, the full length of the track – a journey of 16 consecutive steps for the motor. 
Real-time atomic force microscopy allows direct observation of individual steps of 
a single motor, revealing mechanistic details of its operation. This precisely 
controlled, long-range transport could lead to the development of systems that can 
be programmed and routed by instructions encoded in the nucleotide sequences of 
track and motor. Such systems might be used to create molecular assembly lines 
modelled on the ribosome. 
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An effective linear molecular motor must traverse its track without dissociating1-7,10-12 
and run unidirectionally without external intervention4-12. Directionality may be 
imposed by sequential addition of DNA instructions1-3 or, for autonomous motors, by 
modifying the track sites that have been visited5,6,12, by coupling motion to a 
unidirectional reaction cycle4,9,12 or by coordinating the conformation changes of 
different parts of the motor11,12. DNA motors that satisfy all these criteria have typically 
been demonstrated on tracks that allow only 1-3 steps; a stochastic DNA 'spider'  with 
many legs, has been shown to move longer distances by biased diffusion17  along a 
100nm track18. 
We have investigated the motion of a simple directional and processive motor fuelled 
by DNA hydrolysis6 along an extended track consisting of a one-dimensional array of 
single-stranded attachment sites (stators), separated by  ~6nm. An extended track of 15 
identical stators, flanked with special start and stop stators6, was assembled on a 
rectangular DNA origami tile measuring approximately 100 nm by 70 nm16 (Fig. 1, 
Supplementary Figs 1 and 2). The tile comprises a 7249-nucleotide (nt) single-stranded 
DNA template (genome of bacteriophage M13) hybridized to short synthetic staple 
strands such that the final tile consists of a raft of 24 parallel double helices tethered by 
the crossover of staples. Two tile designs were used. The helices of tile type A are 
cross-linked at 16 bp intervals, creating slight underwinding (10.7 bp/turn) which is 
expected to lead to a global right-handed twisting of the tile19. Tile type B is designed to 
reduce this twist: the average distance between crossovers is 15.6 bp (giving 10.4 
bp/turn). The centre and ends of each staple are positioned on opposite surfaces of the 
tile. Selected staples were extended to include either the 22-nt stator sequence at the 5' 
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end or a hairpin at the centre16 (Fig. 1a). Stators hybridized to complementary motor 
strands are visible in atomic force microscope (AFM) images: Figure 1c shows the array 
of stators running diagonally across the tile with a separation of 6 nm, while the hairpin-
modified staples form two parallel lines which act as reference markers for image 
registration in some measurements. 
The motor is a single strand of DNA that is complementary to a stator. A motor-stator 
duplex contains the recognition site for a nicking restriction enzyme that catalyzes 
hydrolysis of a specific backbone linkage of the stator20. The energy released drives 
movement of the motor from the cut stator to an adjacent intact stator6. The length of 
the cut stator-motor duplex (16 bp ~5.44 nm) is similar to the spacing between stators 
(~6 nm). Figure 1b shows the designed transfer mechanism: thermal dissociation of the 
6-nt cut fragment is followed by strand exchange initiated by hybridization of the bases 
revealed at the 3′ end of the motor. Directional movement is imposed because all stators 
in the wake of the motor have been cut (a ‘burnt bridges’ mechanism). The first stator 
forms two extra basepairs with the motor to help bias the initial motor position. The last 
stator has a modified sequence that creates a mismatch in the motor-stator duplex, 
protecting it from the enzyme and trapping the motor6. 
To observe motor operation by ensemble fluorescence measurements, the motor is 
modified to carry a quenching group past a sequence of fluorophores at specific 
locations along the track. An 8-stator track (S1-S8) on a type B tile was used for 
fluorescence experiments: motor was loaded at S1 and trapped at S8. The motor was 
loaded at a specific position by omitting the staple bearing the corresponding stator 
when the tile is assembled (Fig. 1d) then inserting the staple, bearing the motor, by 
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incubating it with the defective tile at room temperature (Fig. 1e, Supplementary Figs 3 
and 4). To prevent diffusion of the motor along the track before initiation of active 
transport, stators S2-S8 were reversibly protected by addition of a blocking strand that 
hybridizes to a domain added at the 5′ ends of these stators and the first 6 nt of the 
motor’s binding site. The blocking strand contains a 15-nt single-stranded toehold21,22 
that allows the track to be activated by addition of a complementary release strand (Fig. 
2a). 
Figure 2b shows signal from fluorophores F1, F2, F3 and F4 positioned near stators S1, 
S2, S3 and S4 respectively. To prevent Förster resonance energy transfer (FRET) 
between closely-spaced fluorophores, tiles labelled with F1, and F3 or F4, and tiles 
labelled with F2 were prepared separately then mixed and observed at 37°C. F1 
fluorescence decreases upon addition of a stoichiometric amount of the S1-motor 
duplex, consistent with loading of the motor at the first track position. Fluorescence at 
the other positions is largely unchanged, demonstrating that there is very little transfer 
of the motor to the blocked stators S2-S8. A slight increase in F1 and slight decreases in 
F2-F4 signals were observed when the release strand was added, consistent with slow 
diffusion of the motor.  
When directed movement was initiated by addition of the nicking enzyme, an 
immediate increase in F1 signal was observed, indicating motion of the motor away 
from S1 as it is cut. Sequential, transient dips in F2, F3 and F4 signals indicate that the 
motor has occupied and then moved past stators S2, S3 and S4 in turn as they, too, are 
cut. After 30 minutes, the signals of all fluorophores return to a high steady state, 
consistent with accumulation of the motor strand at the distal end of the track. Figure 2c 
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also shows the results of a similar experiment in which stators S2 and S8 were labelled. 
The same transient quenching of F2 is observed, then the F8 signal slowly and 
permanently decreases as the motor accumulates at the final stator. A simple model for 
stepping using first-order rate constants obtained from experiments on a short track6 
agrees quantitatively with the data (Supplementary Fig. 5): the average motor speed is 
of order 0.1nms-1. 
When stator S4 is omitted, leaving a 12 nm gap in the track, the rate of quenching of the 
F8 signal falls (Fig. 2c), consistent with a strongly reduced stepping rate cross the gap. 
Increasing the size of the gap from 12 nm to 18 nm, and positioning the gap directly 
before the final mismatched stator, further decrease the rate at which motor reaches the 
end of the track (Supplementary Fig. 7). Changing the step size along the track by 
omitting stators can therefore be used to create a programmable delay.  
Control experiments indicate that undriven stepping between stators is an order of 
magnitude slower than stepping driven by enzymatic cleavage (Supplementary Fig 10). 
Transfer of motor strands between tiles in solution was measured both during normal 
stepping (Supplementary Fig 9) and when the motor is delayed by a gap 
(Supplementary Fig 8): inter-tile transfer occurs 5000× slower than stepping, and makes 
a negligible contribution to the transport of motor to the end of the track.  
A high-speed AFM imaging system23,24 was used to observe transport of individual 
motor molecules along full, 17-stator tracks on a type A tile. Tracks were prepared with 
the motor at S1 as described above (but without the use of blocking strands), incubated 
with nicking enzyme for 0, 1 or 3 hours at 23°C then deposited on mica and observed. 
The distribution of measured motor positions at each time point is shown in Figure 3. 
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Of tiles with a detectable motor-stator duplex, 43% are located on S1 at the initial time 
point with the rest approximately uniformly distributed along the track. The distribution 
shifts progressively down the track: by 3 hours, 35% of detectable motor has reached 
the end of the track. When stator S7 is omitted, motor accumulates at S6 (Supplementary 
Fig. 11), confirming our inference from fluorescence measurements that the motor visits 
each stator in turn and is delayed when it encounters a break in the track. 
The 0.1 s-1 AFM frame rate was sufficient to capture the stepping of individual motor 
strands in real time. Tiles loaded with motor, without control of its initial position, were 
incubated briefly with enzyme then washed to remove excess enzyme and observed in 
buffer. A kymograph representing the evolution of the measured height distribution 
along a track on which stepping was observed (Supplementary Movie 1) is shown in 
Fig. 4. Stepping occurs between four well-resolved, equally spaced positions on the 
track, which we interpret as consecutive stators. The step size is 7.4(±1.0) nm, 
consistent with the spacing between stators. In most regions of the kymograph the 
motor moves back and forth between adjacent stators with a mean transition time that is 
similar to or shorter than the AFM frame time. We propose that this corresponds to 
incomplete migration of the motor between a cut stator and an adjacent intact stator. 
Two transitions (marked *) can be identified at which the motor progresses irreversibly 
by one stator. We interpret these transitions as complete transfer of the motor to the 
intact stator (marked * in Fig. 1b) at which it dwells, for 100 s and 50 s in the two 
occurrences observed, before starting to step to the downstream stator. We infer that 
cleavage of the stator occurs during the dwell time, catalyzed by an enzyme that 
remains bound to the track. Similar transitions between two or three adjacent stators 
were observed on other tracks (Supplementary Figs. 12 and 13, Supplementary Movie 
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2). Most motors were static, consistent with dissociation of enzyme from the tracks on 
washing. In all cases that movement was observed, the tiles were oriented such that the 
tracks faced towards the mica surface, possibly reducing enzyme dissociation. Height 
profiles of the motor in these images are consistent with the presence of enzyme 
(Supplementary Fig. 15).  
We have demonstrated controlled operation of a synthetic molecular transporter over a 
100 nm track. Motion is uniform, directional and processive. Experiments with broken 
tracks confirm that the motor does not dissociate – it is only displaced from a cut stator 
by transfer to an intact stator, and is always bound to the track by hybridization of at 
least 16 nucleotides. Successful modelling of both fuorescence and AFM results 
supports our conclusion that the average time per step is constant, independent of 
distance travelled. The motor is programmably delayed by a gap in the track, and the 
step size could be used to tune the dwell time at each stator to the requried coupling 
time for assembly steps. Using high-speed, real-time AFM we have observed discrete 
steps of a single motor. The two-dimensional DNA origami template could be used to 
create more complex track geometries, e.g., junctions at which the motor could choose a 
path based on instructions encoded in the track or motor. The DNA tiles themselves can 
be concatenated16,25,26, providing for cell-scale modular architectures that may be 
reprogrammed in solution. The uniform, long-range motion achieved is suitable for 
integration with a molecular assembly line27 to create an autonomous molecular 
manufacturing system or synthetic ribosome. Precise control over both assembly and 
movement opens the way for the design of integrated systems that incorporate active 
transport and information processing.   
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Figure 1. DNA motor and track. a, Layout of the DNA origami tile, bearing the 
single-stranded stators of the track (green) and two rows of hairpin loops (blue) on 
opposite surfaces. b, Motor mechanism: a nicking enzyme cuts the motor-bound stator 
revealing a toehold at the 3′ end of the motor (magenta) that facilitates transfer of the 
motor to the adjacent intact stator by branch migration. c, AFM image of track with all 
stators decorated with motor. Motor can be precisely positioned on the track by omitting 
the first stator during tile assembly (d) then repairing the tile by addition of the missing 
stator hybridized to the motor (e). 
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Figure 2. Fluorescence measurements of movement on intact and broken tracks. a, 
Designed operating sequence. A motor carrying a quencher (Q) is loaded at position S1 
of an 8-stator track. Blocking strands occupy stators S2-S8, preventing movement of the 
motor. (i) Addition of release strand removes the blockade (ii). Active motion (iii) is 
triggered by addition of enzyme. Motor position is reported by quenching of 
fluorophores F1, F2, F3, F4 and F8 by the motor. b, Tracks labeled at F1, F3 mixed with 
tracks labeled at F2 or F4. c, Fluorescence from tracks labeled at F2, F8. The quenching 
of F8 that reports the arrival of motor at the end of an intact track is greatly reduced on 
tracks where stator S4 is omitted.
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Figure 3. Observation of motor movement by AFM. 17-stator tracks with motor 
loaded at position S1 were incubated with nicking enzyme at 23 °C. The distribution of 
motor positions before addition of enzyme and after 1, 2 and 3 hours were determined 
by AFM. Representative images and histograms of motor positions are shown for each 
time point. Inset are motor distributions predicted by a simple kinetic model 
(Supplementary Fig. 5) using rate constants one quarter those deduced from 
fluorescence measurements on a short test track (the motor is slowed by the lower 
temperature and different buffer conditions required for AFM measurements - 
Supplementary Fig. 6). Scale bars 20 nm. 
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Figure 4. AFM observation of discrete steps of a single motor molecule. The main 
panel shows a kymograph, a stack of slices from successive frames, collected at 0.1 Hz, 
that correspond to the height profile along the track (3 of the 65 frames are shown on 
the right). The highest point on each profile, interpreted as the motor position, is 
marked. The motor steps between four stators (blue lines). Periods of rapid movement 
between adjacent stators are followed by slower transitions (*) in which the motor 
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